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Pauline Frechette is a contemporary, classical, composer with a background that started with playing in 
youth symphonies on violin and winning awards in piano competitions.  Her Great-grandfather, Josef 
Vezina, founded the Quebec Symphony and her father, Frigon Louis Frechette, was a renowned organist. 
Fans and critics response to her music: “pure magic” “haunting” “poetry” “captivating beyond words” … 
The music and songs she creates are uniquely her own - songs that defy being labeled.  Her melodies and 
harmonies are romantic and passionate.  They take you to unexpected places and are emotionally driven 
yet each piece is around 3 minutes long or shorter.   
 
Pauline’s music reflects her philosophy: “Today travel is fast, communication is fast, conversations are 
clipped via email or texts. What about romantic music that has the emotional beauty of melody, harmony 
and development, but the entire piece takes 2 minutes?” 

Her compositions are gems that spark the 21st century need for private inspiration, sensual beauty or 
glowing romanticisim.  Her music gives a modern impression of romantic beauty - not a commercial ro-
manticism manipulated to sell sensual products.  Instead, her music has melody, harmony and flow simi-
lar to works from the 19th century but with a modern depth of feeling and personal reflection.  It res-
onates in the contemporary world of instant messages, mass distribution of private moments, over analy-
sis of events, short attention spans.  A Frechette romantic miniature fills the need for warm flow, deeper 
meaning or emotional lift to a higher plane - in the time it took to prepare and consume an espresso. 
  
Frechette’s album, Colors of My Heart, debuted in the Billboard Top Ten in Classical and Jazz.  Her mu-
sic is being played in over 100 countries to millions of listeners on radio and in stores and restaurants.  
She has had her musicals produced at the Goodspeed Opera House, in NYC at the Baruch Theatre and at 
the La Mirada Theatre for the Performing Arts.  
Her music has been performed by the Baltimore Symphony, The Hollywood Bowl Orchestra, and opened 
the night for Iron & Wine at Disney Hall.  Her next debut will be on April 30th with the National Sym-
phony at the Kennedy Center Concert Hall in D.C. 
  


